
Presenting PostMaster Express Version 7 
PostMaster Express ver.7 is the latest version of our popular mail-system, that was formerly called 
PostMaster. PostMaster Express (PMX) ver. 7 includes all the features of its previous versions, and 
then incorporates new functionality, based on the inputs of our demanding customers. This major 
version upgrade will principally benefit system administrators, and will also provide you with a further 
secured mail system.

This document will take you through what's new in PostMaster Express (PMX) ver.7 . 

What's New In Ver.7

PostMaster Express Mail Server
Brand New Web-based Administration Interface
PostMaster Express now sports a convenient web-based Administration interface, like its more 
powerful enterprise sibling. This is a feature that any administrator will love, as he no longer needs to 
go over to the server to perform any maintenance tasks on PMX but can login from any machine on 
the LAN. Or for that matter, from anywhere on the Internet, if the server has a fixed IP address!

Real-time Monitor
The administration interface of PMX incorporates a Real-time Monitor, which serves as a first-level 
monitoring and diagnostic tool. The Real-time Monitor displays relevant portions of the server 
operations statements that are part of the system logs, which will allow you to rapidly diagnose any 
error as and when it occurs before having to open the system logs. 

Enhanced Security for Web-Admin & WebMail
PMX v.7 incorporates higher levels of security during web-based login to provide a more secure and 
easy-to-use experience.

HTML Mails
PMX WebMail now provides a greater support for HTML email; displays all mails in HTML format (like 
in IQv6 / PMEv7). WebMail also allows compose of HTML Mails (like in IQv6 / PMEv7). While HTML 
Compose is provided it does not compare with PMEv7 WebMail Compose Mail. The differentiation is 
provided by design.

PostMaster-to-PostMaster Delivery Notification
PMX v.7 incorporates a remarkable convenience feature that is meant to tackle the excuse 'But I 
didn't get that email!' The PM-to-PM Delivery Notification mechanism provides you with a server-level 
notification of email receipt, without any involvement from the user. No more getting away with 
misleading excuses!

Time Based Upload / Download Rules
PMX v.7 allows you to use time-slots as an additional variable to handle large messages, i.e. in 
addition to setting size-based restrictions for email transfer, you can now schedule a particular 
time-slot where traffic is low to transfer these messages. An additional level of automation that is sure 
to delight the network administrator as he no longer has to manually intervene for large messages.

Enhanced Attachment Control
With PMX ver.7 you can exercise total control over the attachments that users can send and receive. 
The attachment control component of the AntiVirus module for PMX ver.7 has been further enhanced 
to handle black-listed attachments; if a message, incoming or outgoing, is found to include any such 
attachment(s), these are stripped from the message and a message relating to the action taken is 
injected into the email to inform the particular user(s).
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In order to provide you with a very high level of flexibility, the attachment handling system allows you 
to maintain separate lists for internal, incoming and outgoing messages - apart from the global list, of 
course.

Enhanced Email Security with Global Mail Filters
PMX ver.7 incorporates global filters that operate at the foundation layers, i.e. the POP-and 
SMTP-services, to allow the administrator to set organization-wide rules relating to potentially unsafe 
senders and recipients of email. 
Whether you want to eliminate the possibility of information being leaked to a competitor, or do away 
with the nuisance of inbound messages from placement agencies, PMX ver.7 allows you to tackle 
these and more simply and conveniently. Across the entire organization!

Delivering Reliability through Self Diagnostics
PMX ver.7 contains a self diagnostics component, which periodically checks the status of all the 
servers that are required to keep your system functioning smoothly. And in the unlikely event of a 
server not responding, you can receive both visual and email based alerts. The monitoring schedule 
can be specified by you, based on the criticality of your site.

Ease of Maintenance - The System Configuration Report
PMX ver.7 provides you with a report that gives you all required details of the system and its 
configuration - with a single-click! And you can email it out right from there.
This feature is intended for the convenience of the administrator, for troubleshooting or ensuring a 
fall-back in the extremely unlikely event of a system crash.

Anti-Spam Module for PostMaster Express
Improved Spam Detection through Spam Training
The biggest challenge of dealing with junk email is that it mutates with incredible rapidity! The 
Anti-Spam module for PMX ver.7 now allows you to combat this mutating menace - by training the 
spam detection engine when a new variation slips through into your users' inboxes. And while our 
Anti-Spam module has an extremely low ratio of false-positives, the training feature helps you to 
bring this down to practically zero.

Core Enhancements in ver.7
PostMaster Express v.7 has been tuned up from foundation upwards,  and now uses Java v.1.6, 
HSQL v.1.8 and MySQL v.1.8 for improved performance and stability.
Note: The internal enhancements will imply higher level of system-level resource requirements, but 
will deliver more than proportionate levels of performance and stability; we would accordingly advice 
you to upgrade your system resources to achieve the best possible results from your upgrade.
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